International Strategic
Associates Corporation

WHO WE ARE
iSAC strategic services
and global relationships
help your organization
achieve success in a
dynamic legal world.
iSAC consultants have
years of experience in
academia, municipal,
state and federal law
enforcement, military
intelligence and security
organizations.
Each service offered by
iSAC is built upon
relationships formed
globally to offer
organizations solutions
that illustrate what can
be achieved when you
bridge the world’s
cultural divides.

International Strategic Associates Corporation®
Warren County Airport
2460 Greentree Road, Hanger 11J
Lebanon, OH 45036
Phone: 513.934.7208
Fax: 513.934.7209
E-mail : info@isac-e.com
Website : www.isac-e.com

WHAT WE DO
International Strategic Associates
Corporation is an Ohio based

OUR SERVICES

CUS TOM



SOLUTIONS

investigative reports

service disabled veteran owned
small business (SDVOSB)
specializing in case review and
analysis. Our analysis includes the



Identify intelligence gaps



Develop additional interrogatives to

strategy in identifying client needs

enhance case preparation

and the development of products

iSAC believes in a comprehensive

development and preparation of
demonstrative aids. Charts,
timelines, graphs, maps and other
illustrative media enhance

Analysis of case, evidentiary and



Synthesize complex data sets



Support local and county law

significant facts for mediation,

share and name recognition.
enforcement

arbitration or alternative dispute
resolution and litigation efforts.



Forensic analysis

WHY iSAC?



Transform complex cases into
understandable elements for

Demonstrative aids are a powerful

jurors/litigants

tool during negotiations, civil and
criminal trials. iSAC products



evidence into comprehensible,
useful tools that illustrate the
facts.
iSAC serves as a consulting firm
with both domestic and global
connections. Our unique
combination of work and global
experience provides you with an
innovative and strategic advantage.



iSAC is well suited to bring together
diverse backgrounds and
experiences to create custom
solutions that meet your specific
needs:



Assistance with complex and
sensitive investigations

Integrated support to prosecutors,
defense and corporate attorneys

transform voluminous amounts of

and services to increase market



Taking demonstrative aids from
rough draft to final product

Model real-time 3D visualization



Analysis and case review applied
to multiple areas



Forensic analysis and findings



Criminal and civil investigations,
corporate compliance, internal
security reviews and protocols

